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About This Document 

Intended Audience 

This guide is intended for network engineers setting up Cisco WAAS Mobile in various 
nfigurations. 

 Network deployment scenarios supported by Cisco WAAS Mobile. 
e network and firewall for the Cisco WAAS Mobile server. 
AAS Mobile server features and network configuration options. 

ments are also available: 

d administer 

lements the on-

 Cisco WAAS Mobile Network Design Guide – Provides network architects with best 
practices for integrating WAAS Mobile with various distributed network topologies and 
usage scenarios.   

 Cisco WAAS Mobile Release Note – Release-specific information regarding features added, 
changed, and removed as well as known issues and issues fixed in the release.

environments and co

Document Outline 

The guide will discuss the following topics: 

 Configuring th
 Other Cisco W

Related Documents 

In addition to this Integration Guide, the following docu

 Cisco WAAS Mobile Administration Guide – Everything needed to set up an
WAAS Mobile. 

 Cisco WAAS Mobile User Guide – A user guide for the end user. This comp
line help system and provides a reference for offline study. 
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Chapter 1  Network Scenarios 

This section presents background information and key concepts that will help to clarify the 
work architectures in which Cisco WAAS Mobile can operate. The following topics are 

 Cisco WAAS Mobile Enterprise Architecture Overview 
y) 

Cisco WAAS Mobile Enterprise Architecture Overview 

net
covered in this chapter: 

 Sample Deployment Scenario (Upstream Prox

 

Figure 1 Enterprise Architecture with VPN 

software 
ine to the 

-latency, 

WAAS Mobile can optimize access to both Internet and Intranet content servers. The enterprise 
administrator has control over which servers in the public and private IP space will be proxied by 
WAAS Mobile by modifying an “Accelerated Networks” table, which can be managed server-
side through the WAAS Mobile Manager administration interface. In addition, the server itself 
can be deployed in the private IP space as shown in the diagram above or in the public space, 
allowing optimization without VPN software – this scenario will be covered in the next section. 

The above picture shows a generic enterprise WAAS Mobile deployment with VPN 
running on the end user “client” machine. The network connecting the client mach
enterprise data center has one or more of the following problems: low bandwidth, high
high-packet loss or unreliable connections. 

Public (Internet) and Private (Intranet) IP Space 



Optimized TCP Connections 

These are TCP connections proxied by WAAS Mobile. On the client machin
originate with the application and terminate at the client. In the data cen

e, these connections 
ter, the “proxied” 

 WAAS Mobile server and terminate at the content server. 

r applications 
e options for 

dition, the client 
can be configured to shut itself off automatically in the event that it detects that it is connecting to 

r over a high-speed connection. In this case, all TCP connections from 
ypassed as indicated by the black arrow in Figure 1. 

rowsers, email 
itrix and Microsoft 

Remote Desktop Client (RDC). In addition, any generic application using TCP connections to 
ed via its process name. This list of accelerated applications is 

chine to a pre-
passed. 

 Traffic 

The optimized data between the client and server uses ITP, or Intelligent Transport Protocol, in 
place of TCP. ITP runs on top of UDP bound for port 1182  on the server (WAAS Mobile’s “well-
known port”). UDP is used for all optimized traffic except for session initiation, which uses TCP 
and port 1182 on the server.  

connections originate at the

Bypassed TCP Connections 

When the client is installed and running, not all TCP connections are sent from use
through WAAS Mobile. The software provides both deployment-time and runtim
determining which connections will be proxied and therefore optimized. In ad

the WAAS Mobile serve
user applications will be b

Accelerated Applications 

By default, WAAS Mobile proxies a range of applications including most web b
clients, Windows Explorer for file shares, ftp clients, and thin clients like C

content servers can be add
determined by comparing the name of the process running on the end user’s ma
configured list of “Proxied Processes.” TCP connections not in this list will be by

WAAS Mobile UDP

2  Network Scenarios 



Sample Deployment Scenario (Upstream Proxy) 

 

Figure 2 Use of Upstream Proxy 

All traffic from mobile users, including both the Internet and intranet bound tra
through the VPN. Requests for public web sites go through a Gateway Web Proxy
center. The WAAS Mobile server has a priv

ffic will pass 
 in the data 

ate IP. Public requests through web proxy are 
optimized. 

For security reasons, many enterprises force remote PCs to proxy HTTP requests through a 
Gateway Proxy. WAAS Mobile sees only an attempt to connect to a web proxy at a private IP 
address (10.0.0.200 in this example) and it proxies the connection attempt as if it were destined 
for an Intranet content server. All other TCP connections to public or private content servers from 
accelerated applications will be optimized normally.
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Chapter 2  Ethernet, DNS and Firewall Configuration 

This section describes how to configure the Ethernet interfaces on the WAAS M
server can use just a single interface for administration and WAAS Mobile data o
configured to use an “external” and an “internal” interface. We strongly r

obile server. The 
r it can be 

ecommend the latter 
rver is deployed to allow access from client machines connecting from the 

N. The following topics are covered in this section: 

 Ethernet Interfaces 
e Server Security Note 

 best with dual Network Interface Cards. However enterprises 
le interface. 

ient machines 
 Network mask and default gateway settings depend on enterprise architecture 

uired to allow the server to resolve the names of content servers 

 monitoring desired 
onitoring 

ss WAAS 

Firewall must allow access to port 80 for clients for the system reports on the server 
feature 

 If upstream proxy servers are used along with WAAS Mobile, additional configuration 
may be required. For example, when deploying Cisco WAAS Mobile with Microsoft ISA 
server, the Flood Mitigation feature, which is on by default in ISA server, should be 
disabled.  Additionally, the WAAS Mobile server addresses should be added to the ISA 
server’s flood mitigation IP address exclusion list. 

configuration if the se
public Internet and not through a VP

 WAAS Mobil

Ethernet Interfaces 

The WAAS Mobile server works
can combine the following requirements and use a sing

External Interface Requirements 

 IP address must be routable/accessible to cl

 DNS server settings req
to be accelerated 

 Firewall must allow TCP and UDP access to port 1182  

Internal Interface Requirements 

 IP address accessible to network monitoring station or OAM if SNMP
 Firewall must allow TCP and UDP access to port 161 from the network m

station (OAM) if it will be querying for SNMP counters 
 Firewall must allow TCP access to port 80 to allow administrators to acce

Mobile Manager for server configuration 
 

4  Ethernet, DNS and Firewall Configuration 
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WAAS Mobile Server Security Note 

ication 
d protection against Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. The primary DoS risk 

f risk associated 

ent and the server 
in which the client supplies the user name/password. The control channel uses a public/private 
key to encrypt the login information in a way that makes the server safe from replay attacks.

Behind a correctly configured firewall, the WAAS Mobile server is a highly secure appl
server. It has very goo
is from the TCP listener ports 1182, and UDP port 1182 which is the same type o
with a standard web server. 

WAAS Mobile encrypts the initial TCP exchange on port 1182 between the cli



Chapter 3  Licensing  

WAAS Mobile licensing for enterprises is an Active Users License limiting the n
concurrent active connections.  

The Active Users Licensing scheme requires a license for each WAAS Mobile server t
concurrent

umber of 

hat limits 
 active users connected to that server to a specified number of connections. When the 

number of ac necting will not 
be accelera

es in Licensing Configuration require a restart of the WAAS 

tive users allowed in the license is exceeded, subsequent users con
ted. 

NOTE: All chang
Mobile server.  

Configuring WAAS Mobile Server 

The Active Users License key is entered on the Licensing page of WAAS Mobile Manager. 
Entering the license key requires a start/restart of the WAAS Mobile Server process (the WAAS 
Mobile Manager > Home page). 

  

Figure 3 License Information Entry 

As seen in the image above, the WAAS Mobile Manager > Licensing page shows information 
about the server’s license such as the number of users on the license and when the license expires. 
As soon as the key is entered and the server is running, users can be directed to it.

6  Licensing 
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Chapter 4  Load Balancing and High Availability  

Multiple WAAS Mobile servers can be deployed in a server farm to provide high capacity. In 

the servers in the farm, as well as to redirect traffic to healthy servers 
obile supports the three options discussed in this chapter:  

 
 Load Balancing Appliance 

r Selection 

nt Configuration, 
a host name is 

P address used to connect to 
the d establish an acceleration session. If the DNS host name has been 
con le IP addresses, DNS load balancing will be used by the client.  

In th  the host name myaccelerationserver.com is 
con ise DNS server to be associated with three IP addresses: 

-------- 
yaccelerationserver.com 

. . . : 207 
 . : 4 

swer 
.0.0.101 

rver.com 
. . . : 1 

 . : 207 
 4 

r 
.0.0.102 

 
Record Name . . . . . : myaccelerationserver.com 
Record Type . . . . . : 1 
Time To Live  . . . . : 207 
Data Length . . . . . : 4 
Section . . . . . . . : Answer 
A (Host) Record . . . : 10.0.0.103 

 

general, more than one server is also recommended for production deployments in order to 
provide high availability and redundancy. 

To balance the load across 
when one is down, WAAS M

 DNS Load Balancing

 Advanced Serve

DNS Load Balancing  

When building a WAAS Mobile client using the WAAS Mobile Manager > Clie
the IP address or host name of the WAAS Mobile server must be specified. If 
given, the client will resolve the host name at runtime to obtain the I

WAAS Mobile server an
figured to resolve to multip

e sample output from a DNS client cache,
figured by the enterpr

myaccelerationserver.com 
--------------------------------
Record Name . . . . . : m
Record Type . . . . . : 1 
Time To Live  . 
Data Length . . . .
Section . . . . . . . : An
A (Host) Record . . . : 10
 
Record Name . . . . . : myaccelerationse
Record Type . . 
Time To Live  . . .
Data Length . . . . . :
Section . . . . . . . : Answe
A (Host) Record . . . : 10



In this example, 10.0.0.101, 10.0.0.102, and 10.0.0.103 are the IP addresses of the W
servers in the server farm. To load balance across thes

AAS Mobile 
e servers, the WAAS Mobile client will go 

 when connecting to the server farm: 

 three servers in the 
lected randomly. 

er for the 

.0.102 fails because the server is temporarily unavailable, 
vailability). 

This simple scheme relies on the intelligence in the WAAS Mobile client to achieve load 
 equal to that provided by high-end commercial load balancing 
ended scheme for server farms with 10 or fewer servers. 

s such as those 
address to 

pliance. When 
selects one of 

nt to the selected server 
for the dur

One advan  the appliance can 
be configu . This allows it to 
be more proactive about detecting failed machines and re-routing traffic accordingly. 

AAS Mobile’s Advanced Server Selection (described below) is 

through the following steps

 Resolve name to three IPs. 
 Select randomly from the three IPs (this balances the load across the

farm). Assume 10.0.0.102 is se
 Try to connect to 10.0.0.102. If the attempt is successful, then use this serv

remainder of the acceleration session. 
 .0If the attempt to connect to 10

then randomly select from the remaining two IPs (this provides high a
Assume 10.0.0.101 is selected randomly. 

 Try to connect to 10.0.0.101. 

balancing and high availability
appliances. This is the recomm

Load Balancing Appliance  

Cisco WAAS Mobile is also compatible with standard load balancing appliance
used in web server farms. In this scenario, the client is configured to use a single IP 
connect to the server farm. This is the “virtual IP address” of the load balancing ap
a new TCP connection attempt is made by the client, the load balancing appliance 
the healthy servers in the farm and forwards all IP traffic from that clie

ation of the acceleration session.  

tage of the load balancing appliance over DNS load balancing is that
red to perform frequent health checks of the servers in the server farm

NOTE: When W
not in use, then this is the recommended scheme for very large server farms. 

farms of up to WAAS Mobile has been deployed in this way to support server 
200 servers. 

Advanced Server Selection 

WAAS Mobile’s Advanced Server Selection involves the client making an informed decision on 
ad balancing 

enter or for the 
ile server farms in 

more than one geographic location. In the latter case, the client first selects a server farm (farm 
selection) and then selects the server within that farm (server selection) to which it will connect. 
The end result is a dynamic solution that is flexible and adaptable to any enterprise network 
infrastructure.  

To implement a server farm with Cisco WAAS Mobile, a “controller server” is configured with a 
mapping table defining the server farm(s), containing one or more WAAS Mobile “worker 
servers.” This mapping table provides clients with dynamic instructions on how to select the 

which server to connect to in the enterprise. This feature can be used to provide lo
and high availability for a single server farm deployed in the enterprise data c
more complex scenario where an enterprise has deployed multiple WAAS Mob

8  Load Balancing and High Availability 
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appropriate farm and server within that farm regardless of where they conne
WAN. Upon startup and periodically thereafter, the controller server will c
current mapping table to each worker server across all server farms. Each server w
communicate this information back to each client that is connected to it. The cl
use the same worker server on the next 

ct to the enterprise 
ommunicate the 

ill then 
ient will attempt to 

login in order benefit from WAAS Mobile’s persistent 

efault, is enabled on the WAAS Mobile Manager > Server 
Configurat this setting and all 
associated 

NOTE: All changes in Advanced Server Selection configuration, including 

sessions and/or persistent delta cache. 

Configuring Advanced Server Selection 

Advanced Server Selection, off by d
ion > Server Selection page. The controller server communicates 
settings to the servers in its farm. 

enabling/disabling, require a restart of the server.  

Server Farm 

r Farm page i
farms. 

Single Server Farm 
Deployment 

configuration as a worker server to which clients connect becomes 
undone once a server is entered in the server farm. If the 
controller server is to remain a worker server, it must be added to 
its own server list.  

The Serve s used to configure the servers in a farm and whether there 

If the deployment has only one server farm, 

are multiple 

enter the 
IP/Hostname of each server to be in the farm into that field and 

blank, as this 
 simplifies 

ny farm 
ettings. 

It is important to note that the controller server’s initial self-

click Add Server. The farm name field should be left 
single farm will be treated as the default farm which
configuration for the administrator by bypassing a
selection s

 

Figure 4 Configure Single Server Farm 



Multiple Server Farm 
Deployment 

e IP/Hostname of 
m Name field 

w example, Default Farm will also 
function as a farm in this configuration). 

Multiple server farms are created by entering th
each server and entering a farm name in the Far
(farm2 and farm3 in the belo

 

 Farms Figure 5 Configure Multiple Server

Entering a farm name automa r a 
single farm deployment an od 

er Selection Method 

R t st be 
clicked for a change  the 
client falls back to c
created. 

m Select  randomly if 
s to more 

available, then the 
ent will try to connect to another in the farm until all choices 

are exhausted.  

tically disables the simpler default farm configuration used fo
d necessitates Server Selection Method and Farm Selection Meth

te that Submit mu
ver is available,

 distribution was 

configuration. 

Serv

andom and Priori ized are the two Server Selection Method options. No
of this setting to take affect. In all cases, if no other ser

onnecting to the server that was entered when the client

Rando ion With Random Selection, the client chooses an IP
more than one exists, or if the DNS name resolve
than one IP. If the first server chosen is not 
cli

Prioritized 
Selection 

With Prioritized Selection, the client connects to the first 
server listed in the server farm, and then tries the other servers 
in the farm in the order listed when the first server is not 
available. 

10  Load Balancing and High Availability 



Farm Selection Method 

Farm Selection Method settings only apply in a deployment with multiple serve
administrator can choose a Client IP Map or a Latency-based Farm Selection Met
Submit must be clicked for a change of this setting to take affect. Once the cli

r farms. An 
hod. Note that 

ent has selected the 
farm it is to connect to, the server within that farm is chosen based on the Server Selection 

od.  Meth

Method Description 

Client IP Map In the example below, any client with IP 10.13.1.x connects to the server farm 
named farm2 and any client with IP 10.13.4.x connects to farm3.  

 

Figure 6 Configure Server Selection by IP Map 

Latency If Latency is selected as the Farm Selection Method, the client performs a 
latency test by pinging all servers in the controller server’s server list. The client 
chooses the server farm with the least latency. 

Cisco WAAS Mobile Integration Guide  11 



Chapter 5  Client IP Mapping Scheme 

Using a proxy server like WAAS Mobile makes all content server access appea
comes from a single IP address – that of the WAAS Mobile server. This can be
authentication and/or e

r as though it 
 problematic for 

nterprise network traffic analysis. It can also break the load balancing 
eneral, it is a 

benefits. Cisco WAAS Mobile addresses the problem by assigning a local proxy address for a 
a pool, which in WAAS Mobile is implemented by the IP Aliasing feature. 

n by the 
an be 

y dynamically assigning a local IP address for each client from a pool of IP aliases 
or by defining a mapping algorithm that allows the server to determine which IP to present to the 
destination n the network 
interface, t y address” will be used for all subsequent communication to destination 

t of the WAAS 

algorithms of application server farms that are based on “sticky” client IPs. In g
commonly accepted trade-off. 

If the trade-off is not acceptable, a solution that uses IP Mapping can be used to provide proxy 

client from 

IP Aliasing 

IP Aliasing is a feature of WAAS Mobile that allows each user session to be see
destination application or content server as a mapped or aliased IP address.  This c
accomplished b

 servers from a given client IP. Once the IP is assigned and created o
his “local prox

application servers.  

NOTE: All changes in IP Aliasing configuration require a restar
Mobile server.  

IP Aliasing from an IP Pool 

An IP pool is constructed based on the server settings selected by the administrator via WAAS 
k interface and 

ection to the destination application server. Therefore, the pool should 
signed IP Alias 

 identify and 
th the start and 

ager > Server 

ace. You can 
y typing “ipconfig /all” at the command line. 

In the Valid Sources text box, enter the IP addresses for clients that you wish to allow to use IP 
Aliasing.  For each entry use the CIDR address format (A.B.C.D/X), where X is the number of bits 
in the network portion of the address.  For multiple entries, use a semicolon (;) to separate each 
entry.  Leave blank to allow all sources, or all clients, to use the IP alias pool.  

In the IpPool text box, enter an IP address range and subnet mask to specify a pool of IP aliases to 
be created on the network interface. To specify more than one range, separate each entry with a 
semicolon (;). 

Mobile Manager. Each assigned IP alias from the pool is created on the networ
bound for each TCP conn
contain addresses that are routable from the machine to the content server. The as
is reported via the event log and RADIUS accounting, allowing administrators to
monitor user traffic. For RADIUS accounting, this information is available in bo
stop records. 

To enable this feature, check the Use IP Aliasing box on the WAAS Mobile Man
Configuration > Aliasing page. 

In the Public Network Interface text box, enter the name of the public network interf
find this b

12  Client IP Mapping Scheme 



 

 an IP address in the Valid Sources text box logs into the 
.100.10.10 for instance), then it will be assigned an IP from the IpPool 

r inst e content server for all 

een client IPs 
apping, which 

 client subnets of 
g type X.X.X.0 ll be dynamically added 

to the external interface of t esponding subnet logs in. 
Client IP o ing IP Aliasing 
using Many-to-One mappi  machines accordingly. In 
addition, the aliased X.X.X.254 address needs to be routable from the server machine to the 
content servers.  

NOTE: Many-to-One mapping requires Advanced Server Selection to be enabled. 

Figure 7 Configure Aliasing Settings 

In the example above, if a client with
WAAS Mobile server (10
range (10.200.50.25 fo ance). This assigned IP will be seen at th

are mapped to X.X.X.254. The X.X.X.254 IP wi
he server as the first client from the corr

ng will need to allocate IP addresses to client

accelerated TCP connections from that client. 

Many-to-One Mapping 

The selection of the local proxy address can also be based on a fixed mapping betw
and aliased proxy IPs. One scheme supported by WAAS Mobile is Many-to-One m
involves selecting one server alias for an entire range of client IPs. Specifically,
the followin

f X.X.X.254 is not valid in this scheme so network administrators deploy

Cisco WAAS Mobile Integration Guide  13 



Chapter 6  Server Health Checks 

The most e the heal critical operations task is to determin
servers from service. Four different types o

th of servers and to remove unhealthy 
f health tests can be used: 

s utilized by the load balancers 

rs 

If the health check performed by the load balancer fails, no further sessions will be routed to that 
an be programmatically restarted via a network/application 
om service so that it fails the next test by the load balancers. 

cing appliances provide a range of options for performing periodic health tests 
for TCP 

ast the listener is 
e WAAS Mobile service on the machine is no longer operational and 

should be restarted.  

lancing frequently checks the health of worker servers by connecting and 
requesting status. This allows it to get a more comprehensive reading of server health and to 

o verify the 
ver will generate 

nt in the NT error events log.  After several failed queries, the server will shut down and 
 manual 

start the WAAS Mobile server software. 

Wh  into bypass mode; 
use tion until the 

 server has been 

ify the 

HKLM\Software\ICT\AcceleNetServer\Network\InternetConnectionCheckMode 

Enter a Dword value of 1 to enable the DNS query; enter a value of 0 to disable the query. 

It is also possible to customize several other settings related to the DNS health check. You may 
change the default URL that is used for the query (currently yahoo.com), you may also adjust the 
wait time between queries, and you may change the number of times the query can fail before the 
WAAS Mobile server disconnects.  

1. Health check

2. DNS health check 

3. Health tests assembled from monitoring application and O/S paramete

server. If tests 2 or 3 fail, a server c
monitoring program or removed fr

Load Balancer Health Checks 

Most load balan
on all servers.  A common method is to use a TCP probe. WAAS Mobile listens 
connections for session establishment, so this can be used to determine if at le
operating. If this test fails, th

Master server load ba

adjust load balancing accordingly. 

DNS Health Check 

The WAAS Mobile server can be configured to perform a self-test via a DNS query t
status of the computer’s Internet connection. If the query fails, WAAS Mobile ser
an eve
server will remain disconnected even when the Internet becomes available again;
intervention is required to re

en the server has disconnected due to a failed health check, clients will go
rs will be able to browse the Internet and send/receive emails without accelera

server computer’s Internet connection becomes available and the WAAS Mobile
restarted. 

The DNS Health Check feature is turned off by default. To enable it, you must add or mod
following key in the server registry: 

14  Server Health Checks 
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If you wish to customize these settings you may add or modify the following keys: 

 
sco\WAASMobile\WAAS MobileServer\Network\InternetConnectionCheckAddress  

“www.yahoo.com” 

oftware\Cisco\WAASMobile\WAAS MobileServer\Network\InternetConnectionCheckWaitTime 

Default: 0x00000014 (20 seconds) 

ware\Cisco\WAASMobile\WAAS MobileServer\Network\InternetConnectionCheckRetryCount 

formation from 

 CPU utilization.  WAAS 
utilization, so that high CPU use alone is not 
est a low workload, then the server may 

is condition has not been observed in a 
e on a processor 

he following:  

BytesReceived on the internet-facing 
network card. 

If CPU usage is abnormally high, a reboot of the machine may be appropriate. 

Server restarts:  In the event of an unhandled exception, the server will restart itself. When the 
server starts up again, an event is written to the event log. Frequency of service restarts is an 
important metric for monitoring overall service health over time.

HKLM\Software\Ci

Default:  

Type: STRING  

 

HKLM\S

Type: DWORD 

 

HKLM\Soft

Default: 3 

Type: DWORD 

Health Tests from Application and O/S Performance Counters 

While the DNS health check can be used as a clear indicator of server health, in
performance counters (SNMP data) may also indicate a problem.  

Counters can be used to detect service problems such as excessive
Mobile should be able to function well at 100% CPU 

use for alarm. However, if other parameters sugga ca
have a thread locked up in an infinite loop. While th
production release, it is possible. An alarm can be generated if high CPU usag

rs when the poccu rocessing load should be low, as indicated by t

 low CPU use on the other CPU of a dual-CPU machine 
 low value for the application parameter HttpReq/Sec 
 low value for the O/S performance counter for 



Chapter 7  SNMP Counters and Alarms 

Introduction 

This section describes WAAS Mobile’s support for native Windows SNMP alarm generation and 
access to SNMP counters. In addition, these same values are accessible via Windows NT Events 

 Windows performance counters respectively. 

lder. The file 
.TXT. The syntax of the MIB file has been checked using 

the online MIB checker at http://www.muonics.com/Tools/smicheck.php

and

MIB 

The WAAS Mobile server MIB is installed in the WAAS Mobile server software fo
name is WAAS MOBILE-SERVER-MIB

. 

used to document the available Windows Performance Counters and NT Events, 
which use the same names as the SNMP values. 

stalled on Windows 
by default. It is located in Control Panel > Add/Remove Programs > Add Windows Components 
> Management and Monitoring Tools > Details… > Simple Network Management Protocol. 

Configure the SNMP service on the Traps tab so that it sends SNMP packets to the management 
station. The example below shows the OAM management station running at 192.168.1.160. 

This MIB is also 

SNMP Service 

Ensure the SNMP service is installed and running. Note that SNMP is not in

 

Figure 8 Windows SNMP Service Configuration 

16  SNMP Counters and Alarms 
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Ensure the SNMP service accepts the community name you are planning to use to access the 
performance variables, for example, traps.  Read-only access is adequate. 

play counter 
e network, 

 part of 
bile server (in 

n aspects, common 
S Mobile, are: 

e management 
e called “Windows Trap Service” to receive traps 

ng traps). 
t station with 

o the WAAS Mobile server. This means to tell it the 
(via UDP). The 

ually left at the 
e as well, consistent with 

e default for 
 is “trap”, which is set on the Traps tab of the SNMP service. The 

isten for the right 

rformance 
counters. Because all WAAS Mobile performance counters are read-only, it is reasonable 

 Tell the management station whether to use SNMPv1 or SNMPv2. 
ailable to 

o the management station. 

art automatic. 

3. Is the SNMP Service running? If not, start it and make its start automatic. 

4. Is AccelSnmpXa.dll loaded? If not, check if it is installed and registered properly as 
described above. If it is correctly installed and registered but not loaded, the DLL is 
corrupt and the WAAS Mobile server software should be reinstalled.  

5. Check SNMP Service Properties Traps tab. Is the community name what you expected? Is 
the monitoring station address in the list of trap destinations? If either of these conditions 
is not met, make the appropriate changes. 

Preparing the SNMP Management Station 

To monitor the traps sent by the WAAS Mobile service and to request and dis
information requires an application that can send and receive SNMP data over th
interpret it according to the WAAS Mobile MIB and display it. Such an application is
SNMP management station software, which is usually remote from the WAAS Mo
a test environment, it might run on the server machine). There are many such applications 
available, and they are all managed in a similar fashion. The main configuratio
to all SNMP management station software and relevant to testing traps from WAA

 Ensure any needed software is available. For example, on Windows th
station software might rely on the servic
(service this is not required by WAAS Mobile – it only provides for receivi

 Import (compile) the WAAS Mobile MIB. This provides the managemen
information to interpret the OIDs in the trap data. 

 Tell the management station to listen t
IP address of that machine and the port it is using to send SNMP traps 
port is determined by the SNMP service on the server machine and is us
default (162). You may need to specify the trap community nam
the setting used by the Windows SNMP service. 

 Tell the management station which “community” to listen to for traps. Th
Windows SNMP traps
community is a primitive security mechanism. If you don’t l
community, you will not see the trap. 

 Tell the management station which community to use for requesting pe

to use the community public. 

In addition it is useful to have NetMon or a similar packet capture application av
capture the SNMP packets that the WAAS Mobile server will send t

Troubleshooting SNMP Notifications (“Traps”) 

1. Is the WAAS Mobile Server process running? If not, start it and make its st

2. Are NT Events enabled on the WAAS Mobile server? If not, enable them. 
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6. Traps originate on the WAAS Mobile server. To troubleshoot, follow the packet trail 

 when the 
interface on which they are sent. If none are 

sent to the 

ich they should arrive. 
the local firewall 

etwork. 

 to one of the entities to which the 
management station is listening, and that the entity is set to use SNMPv1 or SNMPv2.  

sfully completed the traps will be displayed. 

ts start automatic. 

t, enable them. 

c. 

 is correctly 
rrupt and the WAAS Mobile server 

hat you expect 
ions? If either of 

te on the monitoring station. To troubleshoot, follow the 

erated when the 
 on the 

he management 

sent to the 

on the interface on which they should 
d on the server, check the local 

firewall (if any), network connections and the IP routing arrangements of your network. 

10. If the packets are arriving, check if any packets are being sent back. It is common for the 
SNMP service to notify of problems in a response packet. If the returned packets contain 
“authentication failure” indications, check the Accepted Community Names on the 
Security tab of the SNMP Service, and check the security name associated with the 
Context that is being used in by the management station. 

After all these steps are successfully completed, the counters will be displayed.

using NetMon. 

7. Using NetMon on the WAAS Mobile server, capture SNMP packets generated
server process is restarted, monitoring on the 
captured, return to step 1 of this troubleshooting guide. 

8. If the packets are being sent, inspect their content to see if they are being 
expected host and port. 

9. On the monitoring station, capture packets on the interface on wh
If none arrive when they are known to be generated on the server, check 
(if any), network connections and the IP routing arrangements of your n

10. Check that the server machine IP address corresponds

After all these steps are succes

Troubleshooting Counters 

1. Is the WAAS Mobile Server process running? If not, start it and make i

2. Are NT performance counters enabled on the WAAS Mobile server? If no

3. Is the SNMP Service running? If not, start it and make its start automati

4. Is AccelSnmpXa.dll loaded? If not, check it is installed and registered. If it
installed and registered but not loaded, the DLL is co
software should be reinstalled.  

5. Check SNMP Service Properties Security tab. Is the community name w
(e.g., public)? Is the monitoring station address in the list of trap destinat
these conditions is not met, make the appropriate changes. 

6. Requests for counters origina
packet trail using NetMon. 

7. Using NetMon on the monitoring station, capture SNMP packets gen
management station tries to access the performance variables, monitoring
interface on which the packets are sent. If none are captured, check that t
station is sending to the correct host. 

8. If the packets are being sent, inspect their content to see if they are being 
expected host and port. 

9. On the WAAS Mobile server, capture packets 
arrive. If none arrive when they are known to be generate
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Chapter 8  Persistent Sessions 

The Cisco WAAS Mobile “Persistent Sessions” feature maintains acceleration session
web connectivity is lost or when a mobile client switches to a different network su
Fi to cellular. When connectivity is restored, the current session is sustaine

s even when 
ch as from Wi-

d to create a seamless 
 Downloads and 

ired.   

reless networks 
ess. It allows the acceleration system to 

ced wireless network features such as automated Wi-Fi/cellular switchover or 
 roaming through different cellular networks.  

s enabled or disabled for the client via The WAAS Mobile Manager > Client 
Configuration > Network Settings page. 

n session between client and server is 
e met. 

 server 

 the client.  
ion. 

tive for an interval longer than a threshold defined in the registry.  

s: 

eceives a restart message from the server. 
mains inactive for an interval longer than a threshold defined in the registry.  

rom the server 

IP Independence 

In some deployments, clients may not have the same IP when they reconnect or when they roam 
to a different network. The WAAS Mobile server will recognize the client even if the IP presented 
to the server has changed. In addition, for deployments of multiple acceleration servers, the 
WAAS Mobile client-side load balancing feature can be used to ensure that the client will 
reconnect successfully.  

access experience regardless of the changes in the underlying network structure.
uploads are resumed without loss of data, and no additional log-ins are requ

Persistent Sessions insulates the end-user from problems with RF coverage in wi
as well as from problems in poor quality dial-up acc
support advan
hand-offs when

Configuration 

Persistent Sessions i

Session Removal 

With the Persistent Sessions feature, the acceleratio
maintained when network connectivity is lost and until certain conditions ar

The server always assumes that the most recent session from a client is still active.  The
es a session when one of 3 clos events occurs: 

 The server receives a restart message from
 A request for a new session is received from a client who has an existing sess
 A session remains inac

This is currently set to 1 hour. 
The client closes a session when one of 3 events occur

 The client r
 A session re

This is currently set to 1 hour. 
 A network connection is present but the client has not received any data f

after a certain amount of time (20 minutes, by default).   
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Application Layer Keep-Alives 

n if they detect 
 Mobile 

etermined period 
ion layer messages for HTTP and email that prevent shutdown of 

the application session before service is restored. Other applications will time-out according to 
their tolerated interval of inactivity. 

Many web browsers, email clients, and application servers will terminate a sessio
an inactive connection. During the time that the client-proxy link is unusable, WAAS
keeps the TCP connections to the client and server applications open for a pred
of time. It also sends applicat
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Chapter 9  Configuring User Authentication 

This chapter describes how to configure user authentication using the WAAS Mobile Manager 
administration interface. 

Authentication Settings 

 

Figure 9 User Authentication Settings 

Enable Client Registration 

The client registration feature is simply a dialog that accepts input about the user.  Client 
registration information is communicated to the server in the login request packet, and then 
stored in the server’s database. 

When client registration is used, the Email address field will be used in the session logging record 
in place of the user name field of the authentication dialog. 

 

 

Figure 10 Client Registration Data Entry 



Enable Authentication 

If this checkbox is checked then authentication using user names is enabled. See below for 
agement. 

er passwords are also to be used for authentication. 

Enable Case Sensitivity 

er names are case sensitive. 

Authentication Method 

Select a radio button to enable either RADIUS or RDBMS authentication. 

: All changes in Authentication configuration require a server restart.  

discussion of User Man

Enable Full Log-in 

This determines wheth

With this checked, us

NOTE

User Management  

The ice. 

If th then the WAAS Mobile server is set to 
auth le: 

, the server will 
 a list on the server 

 the User Management page shown in Figure 11.  

ed, the server 
d on the User 

Management page. It is important to note that if Full Log-in is enabled, a password must 
be entered for each user – a user will not be able to log in if the password field is left 
blank. 

On the WAAS Mobile Manager > Client Configuration > User Interface page, be sure to select the 
option Display Authentication UI and, if Full Log-in is enabled, Display Password Entry. The 
first time the client launches, users will be prompted to enter their user name and password if 
applicable.  

 

 User Management section allows you to add and remove users from the serv

e Enable Authentication checkbox is checked, 
enticate the users that connect to it. Two authentication methods are availab

User name (only) - When Authentication is enabled but Full Log-in is not
authenticate users by user names only. Valid user names are stored in
via

User name and Password (Full Log-in) -  When Enable Full Login is check
will authenticate by user name as well as a password, which are entere

22 Configuring User Authentication 
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Figure 11 User Management Configuration Form 

 will appear in the 
user list. 

the UserName box and click Update 
The change will appear in the user list. 

To remove a user’s name from the UserName box, click Clear. (This does not delete the user; it 
simply deselects the name, so that another name can be selected.) 

Deleting a User 

Select the user name in the list and click Delete Selected User. The name will be removed from 
the user list. 

Adding a User 

Type a new user name in the UserName box and click Add User. The name

Updating a User Name 

Select the user name in the list. Type the new name in 
Selected User. 

Clearing the User Name Entry 



Exporting a User List 

To back up the list of users, or to transfer the list to another server, save the user list to a file by 
file. You will be prompted to enter a filename for the user list. 

To import owse button, then click Import this file.  

s will overwrite your current user list. 

clicking Export to a 

Importing a User List 

a list of users, find the filename using the Br

NOTE: Thi

RDBMS Authentication  

 

Figure 12 RDBMS User Authentication Configuration 

By default, WAAS Mobile uses an internal SQLite database accessed via ODBC, although an 
alternate back-end database, supporting either MySQL or MS SQL server RDBMS, is also 

d on the User Management 
page. The Test Connection button confirms that WAAS Mobile Manager can reach the database. 

 System DSN and 

ured to use one or more RADIUS servers as a means of 
handling authentication requests.  This section describes the configuration procedure.   

Managing the authentication of many clients in a short time is important for WAAS Mobile. This 
is because short server outages at peak times result in all clients trying to connect within a few 
seconds after the server becomes available. This can result in high transient loads on the RADIUS 
server. Settings are provided for dealing with this by limiting the number of outstanding 
requests, and accepting client connections that arrive when the limit has been reached. This has 
the effect of trimming the authentication peaks. 

supported. User names and passwords (if applicable) are configure

If using one of the alternate back-end databases, make sure the ODBC DSN is a
that the database name has been created in the chosen SQL database beforehand. 

Configuring WAAS Mobile to use RADIUS Authentication 

The WAAS Mobile server can be config

24 Configuring User Authentication 
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The WAAS Mobile server also detects when a RADIUS server is offline and ha
allowing users to get acce

s the option of 
leration without authentication in this case. Unresponsive RADIUS 

servers are periodically retried. 

 recognized 
ess and a shared secret 
 be configured for each 
ree under 

 for more details. 

t PAP 
sually this requires a specific configuration step. 

AS-Identifier or 
ess-Request packets.  The RADIUS server must be configured 

d pairs you 
le client. 

5. The RADIUS server should be configured to not terminate strings with a null character. 
nt RFCs require this behavior. However, some RADIUS servers can be 

d so that text attributes they send include a terminating null character. This can 

 
h is not a valid 

he default action is 

er does not 
DIUS server will 

od. Subsequent 
is likely to 

25 seconds. 

th no 
 WAAS Mobile 

 default is that if at 
least 30 requests are made in a period of 30 seconds and there is no response, the server is 
ignored for five minutes. After that, requests are sent to it again. 

Sometimes a user name/password dialog appears on the WAAS Mobile client. If the RADIUS 
server recognizes the WAAS Mobile server, but the Access-Request packets sent to the RADIUS 
server do not match some criterion on the RADIUS server, it will send back an Access-Reject, and 
it is this that results in the user name/password dialog. The actual reason for this can be seen in 
the logs on the RADIUS server (or in the Windows Event log, if it is running on Windows).   

Requirements 

1. The RADIUS server must be configured so the WAAS Mobile server is a
RADIUS client. This requires configuration of at least an IP addr
on the RADIUS server. A corresponding shared secret must also
RADIUS server on the WAAS Mobile server (in the registry sub-t
Options\Auth\RADIUS\Servers). See the following sections

2. The RADIUS server used in conjunction with WAAS Mobile must suppor
authentication requests. U

3. On the WAAS Mobile server, it is necessary to choose to send either N
NAS-IP-Address in the Acc
to be consistent with this choice.  

4. The RADIUS server must be able to authenticate the user names-passwor
supply to the WAAS Mobi

The releva
configure
cause trouble with using Filter-Id. 

Troubleshooting 

If RADIUS Authentication is enabled on the WAAS Mobile server without any specific 
configuration for the RADIUS server IP address or anything else, users will be authenticated.
This is because the IP address for the RADIUS server defaults to “unknown”, whic
IP address. In that case the RADIUS server is assumed to be unavailable and t
to authenticate the user. No RADIUS packets are sent in this case. 

If a correct IP address is configured for the RADIUS server, but the RADIUS serv
recognize the IP address of the WAAS Mobile server as a RADIUS client, the RA
not respond. Consequently clients will be authenticated after a timeout peri
behavior depends on how often and how many clients try to connect. In this case there 
be a timeout period before the authentication of all clients. The default period is 

On the other hand, in a production setting, if there are many requests in a short time wi
responses from the RADIUS server, it will be ignored after a certain time, and all
clients will be authenticated immediately. This behavior is configurable.  The



Possible reasons are: 

 The user name/password is not configured on the RADIUS server. 
 The RADIUS Access-Request packets do not conform to some criterion on the RADIUS 

entifier. 
tuation: 

ser name/password. 

he authenticator 
obile server is put in 

ponses from the 
authenticator). 

Consequently, if there are sufficient client requests happening, the RADIUS server will 
ason, it is important to ensure that 
fore transitioning to production. 

rver installed before, these 
 configuration 

y the NAS, rather than NAS-IP-Address. It uses a single RADIUS 

thentication.  

2. Check the Enable Authentication box, select the RADIUS Authentication radio button, 
and click the Submit button. 

3. Go to RADIUS Authentication and enter data as shown in Figure 13 below. The NAS 
Identifier value, WAAS Mobile, must be recognized by the RADIUS server. 

server. For example, they do not have a recognized NAS-Id
When setting up for initial testing you may find the following si

 The RADIUS server logs indicate an incorrect u
 The test client is authenticated. 
 There is no user name/password dialog on the test client.  
 A packet trace shows that access-reject packets are being sent.  

This indicates a mismatch in the shared secret. A System Report will show that t
in the response packets did not match what was expected. If the WAAS M
production with a mismatched shared secret, it behaves as if it is receiving no res
RADIUS server (because the WAAS Mobile server ignores responses with a bad 

eventually be ignored and all clients authenticated. For this re
the RADIUS server works properly with a single test client be

Minimal Configuration Using WAAS Mobile Manager 

For a new installation on a machine that has not had WAAS Mobile se
are the minimal actions needed to activate RADIUS authentication. This simple
uses NAS-Identifier to identif
Authentication server and the default RADIUS Authentication port 1812. 

1. In WAAS Mobile Manager, choose Server Configuration > Au

26 Configuring User Authentication 
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Show the R ddress must 
be the ad AS 
Mobile NAS I

Figure 13 RADIUS User Authentication Settings 

ADIUS server details and enter data as in Figure 14 below. The remote a
dress of the RADIUS server. The shared secret must be associated with the WA

dentifier on the RADIUS server. 

 

Figure 14 RADIUS Server Data Configuration 



At this point, if the RADIUS server is set up consistently with the current simple W
server setup, clients will authenticate

AAS Mobile 
 using RADIUS, and a failure to authenticate will indicate an 

incorrect user name/password combination.  

er attributes can be 
uded or excluded. The keys and values used to control the attributes are all located 

tions\Auth\RADIUS. All values referred to in this subsection are 
y. 

entification 

 NAS-IP-Address. The default is NAS-

d set the IP 
imal format.  

id including NAS-Identifier, set DWORD UseNasIdentifier to 0.  

string 

 to allow or deny acceleration to users who have a recognized user 
it to 1. This 

 or the user will not 
”. It is case-sensitive. 

string value called 

h a specific 
he desired 

or this use. 

e sent by the 
, all 

tication requests will be rejected.  

quests acceleration and for whom the Filter-ID is not sent or is incorrect will have a 
 Alert” user Name / Password dialog box displayed. 

e end of text attributes. 
This will cause the attribute value to be rejected even though it looks correct in the RADIUS 
server configuration file. The RADIUS RFCs require that no null be included at the end of text 
attributes. 

NAS-Port-Type 

To enable the NAS-Port-Type attribute, create a key NasPortType. Underneath it create a 
DWORD value called Enable and set its value to 1. This will cause the default value 5, 

Configuring Access-Request Packets 

The Access-Request packets always include the user name and password. Oth
optionally incl
under [NASidentifier]\Op
relative to this ke

NAS Id

Identification of the NAS can use either NAS-Identifier or
Identifier.   

To include NAS-IP-Address, set the value of DWORD UseNasIpAddress to 1 an
address in the string value NasIpAddress in dotted-dec

To avo

To use NAS-Identifier but use a value different from the default of WAAS Mobile, set the 
value NAS to the desired identifier. There is no limit on the length. 

Filter-ID 

The Filter-ID attribute is used
name/password. To enable it, create the DWORD value CheckAttribute and set 
requires that the RADIUS server sends a Filter-ID in its Access-Accept packet,
be authenticated. The value in the Filter-ID attribute must be “WAAS Mobile
To require a different value, create the key FilterAttribute. Under it create a 
Value that is set to the required text. 

To require the RADIUS server to send a different text attribute (i.e., not Filter-ID) wit
value, create a DWORD value called Id under the FilterAttribute key and set it to t
RADIUS attribute value. This is rarely used – Filter-ID is the standard attribute f

Using this attribute requires coordination with the RADIUS server. If the valu
RADIUS server does not match the value expected by the WAAS Mobile server
authen

A user who re
“WAAS Mobile

Some RADIUS servers can be configured to include a null character at th

28 Configuring User Authentication 
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corresponding to “Virtual” to be sent. To send a value different from the defaul
DWORD value called Value under th

t, create a 
e NasPortType key. Set its value to the value you require. 

rd values from IETF RFC 2865 are: 

sync 

120 

N Async V.110 

ault) 

IAFS 

DLC Clear Channel 

 

L-CAP - Asymmetric DSL, Carrierless Amplitude Phase Modulation 

te Multi-Tone 

SL - ISDN Digital Subscriber Line 

      16      xDSL - Digital Subscriber Line of unknown type 

able 

 802.11 

: 

WORD value 
is will send a unique integer with each request. The integer 

increases monotonically, even across server restarts. The value is remembered between restarts in 
the registry value Status\AuthIdBase. 

To send a fixed value for NAS-Port, create a DWORD value called Type under the NasPort key. 
Set its value to 1. Then create a DWORD value under the NasPort key called Value. Set it to the 
value you wish to send. 

To avoid sending the NAS-Port attribute without removing the keys and values you have added, 
set Enable under the NasPort key to 0. 

The standa

      0       A

      1       Sync 

      2       ISDN Sync 

      3       ISDN Async V.

      4       ISD

      5       Virtual (the def

      6       P

      7       H

      8       X.25

      9       X.75 

      10      G.3 Fax 

      11      SDSL - Symmetric DSL 

      12      ADS

      13      ADSL-DMT - Asymmetric DSL, Discre

      14      ID

      15      Ethernet 

      17      C

      18      Wireless - Other 

      19      Wireless - IEEE

NAS-Port 

NAS-Port is not included by default. There are two options for the NAS-Port value

1. A fixed value is sent. 

2. A unique number is sent. 

To include the NAS-Port attribute, create a key called NasPort. Under it create a D
called Enable and set it to 1. Th



To switch back from sending a fixed value to sending a unique value, set Type under NasPort to 

ttribute in 
is slightly 

tead of three values (Enable, Type and Value), it uses just two (Mode and Value). 

create a DWORD 
8, corresponding to 

a value different from the default, create a DWORD 
d Value under the ServiceType key. Set its value to the value you require. The 

from IETF RFC 2865 are: 

 Framed 

rompt 

 (the default) 

AS Prompt 

ddress 

y called 
e to 1. To 

removing these registry settings, set Enable to 0. 

luded in the Access-Request packets. It is a text value that 
 to help analyze 

ct-Session-Id, create a key called SessionId. Under it, create a DWORD value called 
Enable and set its value to 1. The result will be session ID values that look like 11@213, where the 
first number is the server restart count since installation and the second number is the session ID. 
The restart count is maintained in the registry value 
<AcceleNetServerRoot>\Status\RestartCount.  

To change the separator used between the session number and the restart count, create a string 
value called Separator under the Session Id key, and set its value to the desired separator. It can 
be of any length. 

2. 

RADIUS Accounting can be configured to send the same value for the NAS-Port a
accounting request packets as the one chosen here. However the configuration 
different. Ins

Service-Type 

To enable the Service-Type attribute, create a key ServiceType. Underneath it 
value called Enable and set its value to 1. This will cause the default value 

e Only” to be sent. To send “Authenticat
value calle
standard values 

       1      Login 

       2      Framed 

       3      Callback Login 

       4      Callback

       5      Outbound 

       6      Administrative 

       7      NAS P

       8      Authenticate Only

       9      Callback N

      10      Call Check 

      11      Callback Administrative 

Framed-IP-A

The Framed-IP-Address attribute contains the client IP address. To enable it, create a ke
FramedIpAddress. Under it, create a DWORD value called Enable and set its valu
disable Framed-IP-Address without 

Acct-Session-Id 

The Acct-Session-Id attribute can be inc
can also be included in the accounting request packets. As a result it can be used
login requests and accounting requests. 

To enable Ac

30 Configuring User Authentication 
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 Other NAS Configuration 

ally rejected, they are authenticated. This means that timeouts 
ce simply because 

lly by the registry DWORD value TreatNoResponseAsAuth 
ay timeouts 

nse under the 
th\RADIUS determines what the WAAS Mobile server sends to the WAAS 

This lack of 
e case where the shared secrets on the WAAS Mobile server and the RADIUS 

server d tch. 

The defa llow access to the le server (option 0).  This can be one of the 
values in below: 

Value Result 

Dealing with RADIUS Server Failure 

By default, if a user is not specific
and other errors are ignored. This is to avoid denying users acceleration servi
the authentication server is not available. 

This behavior is controlled initia
under the key Options\Auth. Its default value is 1. To get finer control over the w
and other errors are handled, set it to 0.  

When TreatNoResponseAsAuth is 0, the DWORD registry value ResultIfNoRespo
key Options\Au
Mobile client when the RADIUS server does not respond to an Access-Request. 
response includes th

o not ma

ult is to a
 the table 

WAAS Mobi

0 (default) User authenticated  

1 User not found 

2 word User bad pass

3 Timeout 

4 Server busy 

5 Server not responding 

6 No servers available 

Special Settings for Initial Testing 

ngle client and 
o do this: 

onseAsAuth under the key Options\Auth to 0. 

2. Set the DWORD value ResultIfNoResponse under the key Options\Auth\RADIUS to 3, 
indicating timeout. 

To see these special settings in action, change the shared secret on the WAAS Mobile server to an 
incorrect value. The result on the test client’s Connection Monitor display should be “server 
busy”. This happens because the responses from the RADIUS server are ignored when it is 
detected that there is a mismatch in the shared secret. 

After the RADIUS authentication has been correctly configured these values can be deleted. 

It is recommended that initial testing of the authentication setup be done with a si
with settings that make it obvious if the RADIUS server is not responding. T

1. Set the DWORD value TreatNoResp



Slowing the Request Rate 

The following values can be used to reduce the rate at which requests are sen
server. These are only needed in cases where the RADIUS server cannot cope
request rate generated by the WAAS Mobile server. This would occur a

t to the RADIUS 
 with the peak 

fter an outage of the 
server large number o s waiting to connect at the same time. 

e Default 

, when there were a f client

Registry Value Name Typ

MaxTotalOutstandingRequestCount REG_DWORD 10000 

UseBlockingSendWindow REG_DWORD 1 

The behavior when the maximum outstanding request count is reached depends
UseBlockingSendWindow. 

 on the value of 

issuing each new 
equests is not 

indow. 

e behavior is different. Instead of ‘blocking’, the request is 
onse indicating Server Busy. This reduces the load on the 

RADIUS server as well as quickly authenticating waiting clients. 

nfigured the smallest possible amount of data for a 
 RADIUS 

n a round-robin 
nsmissions are made to that server. Set 

ervers key. 

ured under 

RemoteAddress: This registry string value must be the IP address of the RADIUS server. The 
default value is “unknown”, which is not a valid IP address. 

SharedSecret: This registry string must match the shared secret set on the RADIUS server. The 
shared secret set on the RADIUS server can be different for every RADIUS client. The selection of 
shared secret to compare is made using the IP address of the RADIUS client. So it is necessary to 
configure a NAS on the RADIUS server and to give it the IP address that the WAAS Mobile 
server uses to send packets to the RADIUS server. The default value is “testsharedsecret”. 

If it is 1, the WAAS Mobile server will wait until a response is received before 
request to the RADIUS server, so that the maximum number of outstanding r
exceeded.  We refer to this as using a blocking send w

If UseBlockingSendWindow is 0 th
immediately provided with a resp

RADIUS Server Configuration 

The minimal procedure described above co
single RADIUS server. This section describes additional configuration details for
servers, including configuring more than one RADIUS server.  

Number of RADIUS Authentication Servers 

Up to four RADIUS servers can be used. RADIUS servers are used for requests i
fashion. Once the server is decided for a request, any retra
the number of servers in the DWORD registry value ServerCount under the S

Required Values for RADIUS Authentication Servers 

For each RADIUS authentication server, at least the following values must be config
the Server<n> key, where <n> is the number of the server (1, 2, 3 or 4): 
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Optional Values For RADIUS Authentication Servers 

RADIUS Listener Port: The port on which the RADIUS server listens may need to
from the default (1812). To do this, set the DWORD RemotePort under the Server<
desired value. On Windows 2003 Server, the Internet Authentication Service listen
authentication packets on both 1812 and 1645 (the or

 be changed 
n> key to the 
s for RADIUS 

iginally assigned port). So if Microsoft IAS is 
s using RADIUS 

l address to 
termines the 

f the packets that are sent. In the case of multi-homed servers and servers with 
multiple IP addresses per interface it may be desired to specify exactly which address on the 

 string LocalAddress under the Server<n> key to 

ameters 

T ters contro ay authe  e retried if no response is 
re  RADIUS serve e d s are effective. Their 
description ided here fo

 Default Comment 

being used, this configuration step might not be necessary. However, many site
use 1645, and for them this configuration step is required.  

Local Bind Address: Usually the WAAS Mobile server will select an appropriate loca
which to bind for sending RADIUS authentication packets. This bind process de
source IP address o

machine is used. Do this by setting the registry
the IP address required. 

Authentication Request Retry Par

he following parame l the w ntication requests ar
ceived from the

s are prov
r. In almost all c
r completeness. 

ases th efault value

Registry Value Name Type

RequestTimeout REG_DWORD 25000 Milliseconds 

RequestRetryCount REG_DWORD 0  

RequestTimeoutGrowthFactor REG_DWORD 100 % 

The main parameters are RequestTimeout and RequestRetryCount. The default setti
just one send attempt is made, and the WAAS Mobile server w

ngs mean that 
aits 25 seconds for a response.  

s such as 
 at times of peak demand. In effect they 

delegate responsibility for retrying requests to the WAAS Mobile client. 

The RequestTimeout value should be less than the DWORD value ConnectTimeout under the key 
Network\Session. If the latter value is not present it defaults to 30 seconds. 

The RequestTimeoutGrowthFactor is not used unless RequestRetryCount > 0. In that case it can be 
used to increase or decrease the time between successive retries. 

These settings have been found to be the best ones to allow very high request rate
happen just after the server comes back from a restart
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RADIUS Server Failure Detection Parameters 

The following parameters control the way RADIUS servers that appear not to resp
requests for a period of time are handled

ond to any 
. In almost all cases the default values are effective. Their 

d  here fo pleteness.

 Value Name  D Comment 

escriptions are provided r com  

Registry Type efault 

TestInterval REG_D D 30 s WOR Second

TestRequestCount REG_DWORD 30 of unanswered 
requests in 
TestInterval seconds 

Count 

TestRetryInterval REG_DWORD 300 Seconds 

MaxOutstandingRequestCount REG_DWORD 256  

The WAAS Mobile server keeps track of the number of authentication requests
responses were received. It does this over successive periods each TestInterval seconds lon

If, in one of these periods, there are at least TestReques

 for which no 
g. 

tCount requests and no responses, the 
uests will be 

 response defined in the ResultNoServersAvailable parameter, and that 
 section Other 

(default value five minutes), requests are once 

RADIUS and 
e it unavailable. 

Limiting Request Rate per RADIUS Server 

The DWORD value MaxOutstandingRequestCount under the Server<n> key limits the number of 
requests that can be simultaneously in progress. Its default value is 256, which is the maximum 
possible for RADIUS. In almost all cases this parameter can be left at its default value. 

RADIUS server will be assumed to be unresponsive. After this is detected, all req
immediately given the
result is modified according to the setting of TreatNoResponseAsAuth described in
NAS Configuration, Dealing with RADIUS Server Failure above.  

After a time interval of TestRetryInterval seconds 
again directed to the server.  

The WAAS Mobile server also detects some kinds of network problems accessing 
will periodically attempt to contact the RADIUS server if network problems mak
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Chapter 10  RADIUS Accounting Configuration & Monitoring 

The WAAS Mobile server can be configured to use one or more RADIUS servers as a means of 
figuration 

 server detects when all RADIUS servers are offline and stores accounting 
packets inte  of lost 
accounting

NOTE: The WAAS Mobile server must be restarted for registry changes to take 

recording accounting details for client sessions.  This section describes the con
procedure. 

The WAAS Mobile
rnally until a server is again available. This minimizes the likelihood

 information. 

effect. 

Requirements 

1. The RADIUS server must be configured so the WAAS Mobile server is a recognized 
d a shared secret 

ured for each 
WAAS Mobile server (in the registry sub-tree under 

Options\Accounting\RADIUS\Servers). See the following sections for more details. 

AS Mobile server it is necessary to choose to send either NAS-Identifier or 
NAS-IP-Address in the Acct-Request packets. The RADIUS server must be configured to 

Troubleshooting 

ing is to check the names of registry keys and values you have 
ed value will be ignored. If you have set a value and you do not see 

 entry.  

 If the RADIUS server runs on Windows, the Windows Event Log. 
 Packet traces using Netmon, Ethereal or something similar on the WAAS Mobile server 

and the RADIUS server. 
 The WAAS Mobile server System Report, if enabled. 
 Exported WAAS Mobile server registry subtree. 
 RADIUS server product name and version, and configuration files if available. 

RADIUS client. This requires configuration of at least an IP address an
on the RADIUS server. A corresponding shared secret must also be config
RADIUS server on the 

2. On the WA

be consistent with this choice.  

The first step in troubleshoot
entered by hand. A misnam
the behavior you expect, first assume there is a misspelled registry

Tools 

Troubleshooting can be done using 

 The RADIUS server logs 



Operation 

C) reads its 
 for each 

It also increments 

he maximum 
ive and put on a 

urther requests are 
spond 

Interval to 

e test request the server is marked as responsive. Subsequent Start, Stop 

specified 

ultiple times. The 
s defined per server. The timeout should be coordinated with 

he request data 
ered to have 
g, perhaps to 

IUS server. 

oldest first, to avoid 
 in the registry these 

. 

xample, ICMP 
t for later 
lace in the 

registry as the parameters originally came from (that is, the same Server<n> subtree). It uses 

 The shutdown process waits until 
the server it was 

aning no 
ng down. 

Minimal Configuration Using WAAS Mobile Manager 

For a new installation on a machine that has not had WAAS Mobile server installed before, these 
are the minimal actions needed to activate RADIUS accounting. This simple configuration uses 
NAS-Identifier to identify the NAS, rather than NAS-IP-Address. It uses a single RADIUS 
Accounting server and the default RADIUS Accounting port 1813. 

When the WAAS Mobile Server service starts, the RADIUS Accounting Client (RA
configuration from the registry. This includes its NAS parameters, the parameters
RADIUS server it can distinguish on the network, and the current restart count. 
the restart count and writes it back to the registry.  

The RAC sends a request to each server, with retries if the timeout is exceeded. If t
number of tries is reached without a response, the server is marked as unrespons
wait list for later retrying. This retry is done with the original parameters. No f
sent to the server until it has responded to the test request. If a RADIUS server does not re
to the test request it will be retried later, and so on, indefinitely, using ServerRetry
determine the timing. 

If there is a response to th
and Off requests are sent to it. 

Accounting requests are sent to all responsive servers in a round-robin, using the order 
under the servers registry key.  

Each “send” involves sending and waiting for an acknowledgement, possibly m
number of tries and the timeout i
the round-trip time and server response time. Once the request is acknowledged, t
is dropped. When the limit on the number of tries is reached the request is consid
failed for this server. It is returned to the main RAC request list for further retryin
another RAD

Whenever no RADIUS servers are marked as responsive, accounting requests are queued, up to a 
maximum number specified in MaxQueuedRequests. Requests are dropped, 
infringing this limit as new requests are added. If detailed logging is enabled
drops are logged

If at any time the result of sending an Accounting Request is a network error (for e
“port unreachable”), the RADIUS server is marked as closed and put on a wait lis
retrying. This retrying involves re-reading the server parameters from the same p

ServerRetryInterval.  

An Acct-Off request is sent when the server is shutting down.
it gets a result from the request using the usual retry and timeout parameters for 
sent to, and then continues shutting down. The result might be success or failure, me
response from the RADIUS server. In either case the server continues shutti
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Go to WAAS Mobile Manager > Server Configuration > Advanced Settings > RADIUS 
Accounting page and enter values shown below: 

 

 

Figure 15 RADIUS Accounting Configuration 

On the same page, for the r to those shown in Figure 
16 below. 

RADIUS server settings, enter values simila

 

Figure 16 RADIUS Accounting Server Data Entry 

 

Here the “Name” must be the IP address of the RADIUS Accounting server. The shared secret 
must be associated with the NAS Identifier that is the host name of the WAAS Mobile server (the 
value of the HOSTNAME environment variable).  



Minimal Configuration Using the Registry 

lled before, these 
 configuration uses 

ress. It uses a single RADIUS 
g port 1813. 

US accounting by setting the DWORD value 

e = 1 

Accounting\RADIUS\Servers 

ver1 

AcceleNetServer\ Accounting\RADIUS\Servers\Server1\SharedSecret 

DIUS server you will be using. Notice that “Name” is 
sually specific for 

AME and it is 

At this point, if the RADIUS accounting server is set up consistently with the simple WAAS 
 be operational. Each time the WAAS Mobile server 
or ends, a RADIUS accounting packet will be sent. 

e, and its 
estion. 

Accounting is disabled by setting Accounting\Mode to 0. Setting Accounting\Mode to 1 enables 
orded are only those that are completely initiated. Sessions 

that were partially constructed but never completed are ignored. Setting Accounting\Mode to 2 
a successful authentication was 

received. In some cases, the RADIUS server may fail to respond, and this is treated as successful 
authentication. These sessions are recorded as well. 

Configuring Accounting Packets 

The keys and values in this section are under Accounting\RADIUS\Nas.  

For a new installation on a machine that has not had WAAS Mobile server insta
are the minimal actions needed to activate RADIUS accounting. This simple
NAS-Identifier to identify the NAS, rather than NAS-IP-Add
Accounting server and the default RADIUS Accountin

1. Enable RADI

AcceleNetServer\Accounting\Mod

2. Create the keys 

AcceleNetServer\Accounting\RADIUS\Nas 

AcceleNetServer\

AcceleNetServer\Accounting\RADIUS\Servers\Ser

3. Create the string values 

AcceleNetServer\Accounting\RADIUS\Servers\Server1\Name 

Set them to the values configured on the RA
the IP address of the RADIUS server, not its DNS name. The shared secret is u
each NAS. 

You should also ensure that there is a system environment variable called HOSTN
set to the name you want this server to be known by. 

Mobile server setup, RADIUS accounting will
starts or stops, and each time a session begins 
Note that in this simple configuration the packets contain the NAS-Identifier attribut
value is the value of the environment variable HOSTNAME on the machine in qu

Enabling RADIUS accounting (in detail) 

RADIUS accounting. The sessions rec

enables RADIUS accounting and includes all sessions for which 
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Acct-Status-Type 

Every accounting packet contains this and there are four values: On, Off, Start and Stop. These 
o starting/stopping the WAAS Mobile server, and to starting/stopping each session.  

s the user name 
lied by the WAAS Mobile client, or part of that name. If the client user name contains a “/” 

hole user name 

t in effect (“Active Users” license), the IP address of the client is converted to 
and used. 

 there is a user name and it contains a "/“. This attribute reports the part of the user 

which is to use the 
e NAS-
alue of the 

There are two ways to change the value of the NAS-Identifier. To use a different environment 
sIdEnvName to the name of the environment variable.  To specifically set the NAS-

 environment variables, set the string value Identifier to the desired value. 

s NAS-IP-

The alternative to NAS-Identifier is to use NAS-IP-Address. To include NAS-IP-Address instead 
set the DWORD value IdMode to 1, and set the value of the IP address in the 

AAS Mobile server 
es available on 

the machine. 

H NAS-Identifier and NAS-IP-Address, set IdMode to 2. 

This is always sent in Start and Stop packets. It contains the IP address of the client in dotted-
decimal notation. 

Called-Station-Id 

This is always sent in Start and Stop packets. It is the IP address of the WAAS Mobile server as 
seen by the end-user’s machine. It is represented as a string in dotted-decimal notation. 

correspond t

User-Name 

This is always sent. if client authentication using user names is in effect. It contain
supp
character, only the part of the name before that character is used. Otherwise the w
is used. 

If user names are no
dotted-decimal form 

Acct-Multi-Session-Id 

This is sent if
name after the "/“. 

NAS Identifier 

The minimal configuration above uses the default NAS identification method, 
NAS Identifier. The minimal configuration did not include any specification of th
Identifier to use. This is because the WAAS Mobile server automatically uses the v
HOSTNAME environment variable as the NAS-Identifier. 

variable, set Na
Identifier without using

To avoid including NAS-Identifier, set the DWORD value IdMode to 1. That use
Address instead, as explained in the next section. 

NAS-IP-Address 

of NAS-Identifier, 
string value NasIpAddress. Setting the value NasIpAddress also makes the W
bind to that address, rather than selecting any suitable local address from the on

To include BOT

Framed-IP-Address 



Transformed IP Address 

If IP Aliasing is being used, the WAAS Mobile server reports the transformed c
the RADIUS accounting packets. It uses attribute number 114.  The attribute is

lient IP address in 
 sent as a 4-byte 

twork byte order. When IP aliasing is not used, this attribute is reported as zero. 

lt value is 12. To send a value different from the 
ate a DWORD value called Value under the ServiceType key. Set its value to the value 
 The standard values from IETF RFC 2865 are: 

ck Login 

ed 

rompt 

 (the default) 

allback NAS Prompt 

te a registry key 
r it create a DWORD value called Mode. There are then three possibilities: 

ate the DWORD 
US accounting 

ion. 

 obtain it, set 
Mode to 2. 

que login ID. If this is chosen, the same login ID (an integer) as used for the 
authentication packets will be used in the accounting packets. The ID increases 

etween restarts in 

To disable the NAS-Port attribute without removing the keys and values used to control it, set 
Mode to 0. 

Acct-Session-Id 

All RADIUS accounting packets from WAAS Mobile server include the Acct-Session-Id. The 
session ID values that look like 11@213, where the first number is the server restart count since 

integer in ne

Service-Type 

The Service-Type is sent in all packets. The defau
default, cre
you require.

       1      Login 

       2      Framed 

       3      Callba

       4      Callback Fram

       5      Outbound 

       6      Administrative 

       7      NAS P

       8      Authenticate Only

       9      C

      10      Call Check 

      11      Callback Administrative 

NAS-Port 

By default, NAS-Port is not included in accounting packets. To include it, crea
NasPort. Unde

1. Use a fixed value. Setting Mode to 1 selects this behavior. In that case, cre
value Value under the NasPort key and set its value appropriately. RADI
has a similar, but separate opt

2. Use the session count.  This option is provided for historical reasons. To

3. Use a uni
RADIUS 
monotonically, even across server restarts. The value is remembered b
the registry value Status\AuthIdBase. 
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installation and the second number is the session ID. There is no option to change this order. The 

a string 
eparator and set its value to the desired separator. It can be of any length. 

rator is “@”. 

ich the event 
by the RADIUS packet occurred on the WAAS Mobile server. The time is from the 

AS Mobile server, which is not guaranteed to be synchronized with the RADIUS 

ber of seconds the WAAS Mobile server has been trying 
 the event occurred on the WAAS Mobile server 
tained by subtracting this from the time at 

Attributes For Traffic Volume and Session Length 

 listed 

ime 

restart count is maintained in the registry value Status\RestartCount.  

To change the separator used between the session number and the restart count, create 
value called SessionIdS
The default sepa

Event-timestamp 

This is always sent. It is the time in seconds since January 1, 1970 00:00 UTC at wh
documented 
clock on the WA
server. 

Acct-Delay-Time 

This is always sent. It indicates the num
to send this packet. An approximation of the time
with respect to the RADIUS server clock can be ob
which the packet arrived at the RADIUS server. 

The attributes in the table below are always sent in Stop packets. 

Acct-Session-T The length of the session in seconds. 

Acct-Input-Octets t from the client to 
on. 

The uncompressed bytes that would have been sen
the server. This is the size of the data before compressi

Acct-Output-Octets The uncompressed bytes that would have been sent from the server to 
the client. This is the size of the data before compression.  

Acct-Input-Packets The compressed bytes that were sent from the client to the server. 

Acct-Output-Packets The compressed bytes that were sent from server to the client.  

Acct- te e 

Acct-Terminate-Ca  sent he values sent can be interpreted using 
the table below. 

The termination codes reported are 3 WAAS Mobile 
server to avoid colliding with predef s (0-18). 

Code Reported Name Description 

Termina -Caus

use is always  in Stop packets. T

2 greater than the values returned from the 
ined RADIUS value

0 32 NoError Not used (reserved) 

1 33 TransportError ITP (Transport Protocol) reported that heartbeat 
stopped, the link is low quality, or the ITP session 
itself is in a bad state 



2 34 SessionErr An error occurred at the compression level for the or 
session 

3 35 tErro d) CtrlSk r Not used (reserve

4 36 tDea n was reset CtrlSk d The TCP connectio

5 37 SktDe  connection was reset Data ad The UDP

6 38 ror used (reserved) ServerEr Not 

7 39 LoginFailure Login failure 

8 40  ond in time to complete the 
e 

Timeout The client did not resp
session creation sequenc

9 41 CtrlDataInvalid The client login request was invalid 

10 42 CtrlSktHibernate The client went into hibernation mode 

 

Summary of RA

Registry Value N on  Default 

DIUS Attribute Options 

ame Descripti

IdMode etermines how the RADIUS client 
ifies itself.  

Mode is 1 or 2, set NasIpAddress. 

 0 This d
ident

0 = Use NasId. 

1 = Use NAS-IP-Address. 

2 = Use both. 

If Id

NasIdEnvName This is the environment variable
obtain the NasId if the name is no
registry. Normally this is HO
is set by 

 u
t set in the 

STNAME and 
WAAS Mobile. Usually let this use 

“HOSTNAME” sed to 

the default. 

String 

Identifier han the default), 
 as the NAS t

in the accounting packets. Usually this is not 
set, and the HOSTNAME environment 
value is used. 

String "unknown" If set (to something other t
this value will be used -ID en ry 

NasIpAddress The IP address to bind to locally, and to use 
when IdMode is set to 1 or 2. 

String 0.0.0.0 

ServiceType Integer. Sent in all packets.  dword 12 
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Registry Value Na  Default me Description 

NasPort\Mode value set 
use session count; 3=use unique 

dword 3 0=do not include; 1=use fixed 
below; 2=
authentication id. 

NasPort\Value When NasPort\Mode=1, use this value
NAS-Port. 

 in dword 0 

SessionIdSeparato nstruct the session ID, in 

sion-id<SEP>restart-count 

Here the <SEP> is the separator specified in 
this item. 

String “@” r The text to use to co
the form 

ses

 



Other NAS Configuration 

ort time. In that 
e packets that were to have been sent for sending later, 

 default. The 

er is put on the 
goes to the registry to get the parameters the next time it retries. This 

means that as long as ICMP is enabled you can, for example, change the RADIUS server IP 
top AAS Mobile server to reconfigure. Chang gistry and it will 

 nex

Registry Value Nam escription  Default 

Dealing with RADIUS Server Failure 

Occasionally, a RADIUS accounting server stops responding to requests for a sh
case the WAAS Mobile server keeps th
when the RADIUS server is available again. The behavior can usually be left at the
parameters are documented in the table below. 

If there is a network error (usually an ICMP network unreachable packet), the serv
“bad server list”. The retry 

address without s ping the W e the re
pick it up on the t server retry. 

e D

ServerRetryInterva  send pa to 
g server, in 

ord 30 l Interval between attempts to
unresponsive RADIUS accountin
seconds. 

ckets an dw

MaxQueuedReques aximum number of unsent 
ed

unting servers 
ound 100 

dword 100000 ts This is the m
RADIUS requests that can be queu
sending when all RADIUS acco
are offline. Each stored packet is ar
bytes in size. 

 for 

MaxFailures This is used to determine if a s
on the unresponsive list. This h
whenever the number of failures d
check interval exceeds this number
the unresponsive list is later re

erver  g
appens 

uring the 
. A server on 

tried.  

dword 3 should o 

FailureCheckInterval This is the interval between checks on the 
s. This should be set to a 

arge enough to get MaxFailures 

dword 10 
number of failure
period that is l
failures, taking into account the expected logon 
rate, the server timeout and the number of 
retries. In seconds. 

Number of RADIUS Authentication Servers 

Up to 10 RADIUS servers can be used. There is no need to enter the number of servers as a value 
in the registry. The server keys are automatically enumerated to determine the number. 

The maximum allowable number of servers is controlled by the value MaxServerCount. The 
default value is 3, the maximum is 10. This parameter controls the initial search for servers in the 
registry. 

Servers are entered by adding keys called Server1, Server2, … under the Servers key. 
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Required Values for RADIUS Accounting Servers 

For each RADIUS accounting server, at least the following values must be configured under the 

The default value 

S server. The 
ient. The selection of 

nt. So it is necessary 
ve it the IP address that the WAAS Mobile 
r. The default value is “testsharedsecret”. 

 be changed 
n> key to the 

tens for RADIUS 
icrosoft IAS is 

sing RADIUS 

cal address to 
 

source IP address of the packets that are sent. In the case of multi-homed servers and servers with 
ay be desired to specify exactly which address on the 
egistry string Identifier under the Nas  key to the IP 

tion with RADIUS 

unting Reque try Parameters 

llowing parame equests are retrie response is 
received from the RADIUS server. In almost all cases the default values are effective. Their 

tions are provid

Name  pe  Default 

Server<n> key, where <n> is the number of the server (1, 2, 3…): 

Name: This registry string value must be the IP address of the RADIUS server. 
is “unknown”, which is not a valid IP address. 

SharedSecret: This registry string must match the shared secret set on the RADIU
shared secret set on the RADIUS server can be different for every RADIUS cl
shared secret to compare is made using the IP address of the RADIUS clie
configure a NAS on the RADIUS server and to gi
server uses to send packets to the RADIUS serve

Optional Values for RADIUS Accounting Servers 

RADIUS Listener Port: The port on which the RADIUS server listens may need to
from the default (1813). To do this, set the DWORD value Port under the Server<
desired value. On Windows 2003 Server, the Internet Authentication Service lis
accounting packets on both 1813 and 1646 (the originally assigned port). So if M
being used, this configuration step might not be necessary. However, many sites u
use 1646, and for them this configuration step is required.  

Local Bind Address: Usually the WAAS Mobile server will select an appropriate lo
which to bind for sending RADIUS authentication packets. This bind process determines the

multiple IP addresses per interface it m
machine is used. Do this by setting the r
address required. The same local bind address will be used for all communica
Accounting servers. 

Acco st Re

The fo ters control the way accounting r d in if no 

descrip ed here for completeness. 

Ty

Timeout The time to wait for a response to 
accounting request, in millisecond

an
s.  

dword 5000 (max 
60000) 

 

MaxTries  a request will be sent to 
the RADIUS server if the server does not 
respond.  

dword 3 (max 10) The number of times

TimeoutGrowthFactor After each attempt, the client can be made to 
wait longer before the next attempt. This is the 
factor to use to increase the timeout. It is in %. 
For example, 150 means that the timeout will 
be multiplied by 1.5 each time.  

dword 200 
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Additional Server Parameters 

The following parame

Exclude lue of this to prevent a RADIUS dword 0 

ters are provided here for completeness. 

Use 1 as the va
server from being used. 

MaxSendRate m rate at which 
requests can be sent to this server. In requests 
per 30 msec interval. Not usually used. 

dword 50 Used to control the maximu

Events 

It is assumed that the NT events are stored on each server, not centrally. This is important 
ause each WAAS Mobile server will tend to respond identically to problems with the RADIUS 

anaged. 

ity. 
achable server will be 

temporarily removed from the list of servers and will be retried later. Successive retries 
will use an exponential backoff of the timeout. 

 Error: a range of possible error conditions, including missing configuration items, out of 
memory and other software exceptions, or all RADIUS servers unreachable.

bec
servers. This could generate significant network traffic if not properly m

There are three kinds of NT events for the WAAS Mobile RADIUS client: 

 Informational: start and stop, successful test for RADIUS server availabil
 Warning: one or more RADIUS servers unreachable. An unre
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Chapter 11  HTTPS Optimization 

WAAS Mobile provides a secure proxy for SSL traffic. This enables SSL traffic to 
just like other non-secure traffic, without compromising security. 

In SSL communication, the secure server provides its certificate to the client; the 
the certificate represents the server and is trusted. With WAAS Mobile, the se
certificate is reissued by the WAAS Mobile server, an

be compressed, 

client decides if 
cure server’s 

d it is the reissued certificate that the client 
ertificate authority (CA) to 

AS Mobile server CA is a root authority (i.e., it is self-signed). 

te is issued by 

nfigured using Client Configuration as 
described in the WAAS Mobile Administration Guide (see the “HTTP/HTTPS Settings” section 

gurations, and in particular whether to run the server CA as 
self-signed or subordinate are controlled through registry settings. 

Controlling SSL Proxy Tunnel 

f the SSL proxy is controlled with the value DoProxySsl. Set this to 1 on the server to make 
ll clients. On 

gotiates with the 
s accepted. 
ffic. This 

ut any client-side 

 on the WAAS 

 trusted store 
 WAAS 

 is the appropriate setting for enterprise use.  In this case, it is necessary to submit 
a certificate request to an Enterprise CA to get the CA certificate for each WAAS Mobile server. 
The section “Certificate Request Controls

compares with expectations. The WAAS Mobile server acts as a c
perform the reissuing function. There are two main scenarios: 

1. The WA

2. The WAAS Mobile server CA is a subordinate authority (i.e., its certifica
another CA). 

Use of SSL proxy for client machines is enabled and co

of Chapter 4). Server-related confi

The following tables summarize the controls available for SSL proxy. Except where otherwise 
noted, all registry values are under the key Options\HTTPS.  

Enabling 

Use o
SSL proxy available to all clients. Set it to 0 on the server to disable SSL proxy for a
the client, DoSslProxy controls use of SSL proxy for the client itself. The client ne
server, requesting SSL proxy. If DoProxySsl is set to 1 on the server, the request i
Otherwise the request is denied and the client does not attempt to proxy SSL tra
arrangement allows an administrator to disable SSL proxy for all clients witho
changes. 

The value of UseSelfSignedCaCert can be used to control whether the trusted CA
Mobile server is a root or subordinate CA.  

Root CA on the WAAS Mobile server requires the CA certificate to be installed in a
on the client, leading to one or more pop-up dialog boxes. This is the default mode of
Mobile operation and is convenient to use for product evaluation.  

Subordinate CA

” shows how to control the production, content and 
submission of the certificate request. Set UseSelfSignedCaCert to 0 to enable this mode. 

The value UseHttpsHostnameList limits the use of SSL proxy to a specific list of servers. It is used 
on the client. If 1, the value HttpsHostNameList is consulted for a list of hosts for which SSL 
proxy is allowed. If UseHttpsHostnameList is 1 and the HttpsHostNameList is empty, no SSL 
proxy is performed. 



Name Type Default 

DoProxySsl DWORD 1 

UseSelfSignedCaCert DWORD 1 

Certificate Request Controls 

In the case where the Impersonation CA is subordinate, it is necessary to create a cert
request and submit that to your Enterprise CA. It is necessa

ificate 
ry to define the data to be sent in the 

ere the request is created; and how the request will be submitted to 
re appropriate for most situations. 

Data in the Certificate Request 

The fol a is supplied in the certificate request: 

ertificate template identification 

The cted from SslHostCertIssuerName by 
app ostId to the Common Name (CN=) part. HostId as generated is a globally unique 
iden r machines. For example, the subject name will be 
disp

 = Cisco 

e company 
at is running the proxy. This may help them feel more comfortable with the SSL proxy 

arrangement. 

y comes from the key set named by KeySetNameCA. 

e identi is for t CAs. Either a version 1 or version 
te can be s  The  1 template with name “SubCA”. 

This corresponds to the Subordinate Certi te in the Windows 2003 server 
CA. 

 

Name Type Default 

request; the file and folder wh
the CA. The default settings a

lowing dat

Subject name 

A company URL 

The public key 

C

 Subject Name is a distinguished name that is constru
ending H
tifier across all WAAS Mobile serve
layed as  

CN = Cisco Inc. 000C0D3F-9490-4AB8-8D68-EEF2292EA562 
O
C = US 

(The CN number is the value of HostId)  

The company URL is provided so that end-users can find out information about th
th

The public ke

The certificate templat
2 certificate templa

fication 
pecified.

use with Microsof
 default is a version
fication Authority templa

SslHostCertIssuerName REG_SZ "C=US,O=Intelligent 
Compression 
Technologies,CN=ICT Inc." 

SslHostCertIssuerNameUntrusted REG_SZ "C=US,O=Cisco,CN=Secure SSL 
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Server Proxy Au
R

thority For 
eissuing Untrusted Original 

Certificates" 

HostId REG Z “” _S

HostIdSelfSigned REG_SZ “” 

CACertUrl REG ://www.Cisco.com” _SZ “http

CertTemplateVersion DWORD 1 (can be 0, 1, 2) 

CACertType REG_SZ “SubCA” 

CertTemplateObjId REG_SZ 10.12.1” “1.3.6.1.4.1.311.

CertTemplateMajorVersion DWORD 1 

CertTemplateHasMinorVersion DWORD 1 (= “true”) 

CertTemplateMinorVersion DWORD 0 

 

Submitting the request 

There are two ways to submit the request. One is online, the other is manual.  

The request can be submitted electronically if the CA is online and accessible o
from the WAAS Mobile server. This is a rare situation and applies only to Mic
Usually the CA will be set up to accept requests manually. If the CA is onli

ver the network 
rosoft CA software. 

ne, set the value 

me format as used in the table below. If the CA is online the 
pro  certificate for WAAS Mobile server is completely transparent – the 
requ  electronically, the certificate chain is received electronically, and the 
certif alled in the certificate store without administrator intervention. 

The of certificate request. Most commercial CA software can deal with any 
of them. The inds available are: 

The more usual case (the default) is where the certificate request is submitted manually. In this 
case IsThirdPartyCAOnline is set to 0. The certificate request is created as a file and placed in the 
location specified by the values CertRequestFileFolder and CertRequestFileName. This happens 
when the WAAS Mobile server first starts, and also whenever it subsequently starts and does not 
find its CA certificates in the specified store.  

When this happens: 

 The SSL proxy capability is switched off on the server, as if DoProxySsl were 0. 

IsThirdPartyCAOnline to 1, and set the name of the CA in the registry value 
ThirdPartyCAIdentifier. Use the sa

cess of obtaining a CA
est is submitted
icates are inst

re are different kinds 
 different k

1: XECR_PKCS10_V2_0 

2: XECR_PKCS7 

3: XECR_CMC 

4: XECR_PKCS10_V1_5 

The default is 1. 



 A message is written in the server log file, saying that the certificate request has been 
 is located. 

ise CA. The 
 issues the whole certificate chain as a file. The 

 the choices made by the end 

eCA, 
eCertStoreCA]. This is usually the machine personal store. Then the WAAS Mobile 

server is restarted. After restarting, check the log file to ensure that the server has restarted 
cessfully. 

 

Default Client/ 
Server 

made, and documenting where it
 Execution continues otherwise as normal. 

The administrator retrieves the certificate request file and submits it to the Enterpr
Enterprise CA issues the certificate as a file, or
choice of whether to export certificate or certificate chain depends on
user and the certificate enrollment interface being used.  

The certificate file is imported into the certificate store specified by [CertStor
IsMachin

suc

Name Type 

CertRequestType DW S ORD 1 

CertRequestFileFolder EG “” S R _SZ 

CertRequestFileName REG_SZ “AccelCA.req” S 

IsThirdPartyCAOnline DWORD 0 S 

ThirdPartyCAIdentifier REG_SZ “10.0.0.1\CA” S 

Starting WAAS Mobile as Self-Signed CA 

In this configuration the WAAS Mobile server acts as a root certification authority.  

S Mobile server and start it. 

appear. If the 
 will be absent. If 

te is accepted, SSL proxy capability will be available. 

cure site. It should open without any problems (i.e., no pop-up dialog boxes or 
other warnings relating to security). 

4. Double-click the padlock icon. A certificate will be displayed (note: browsers other than 
Internet Explorer 6 will display padlocks, but displaying the certificate may require a 
different action). 

The issuer name that is displayed should begin with SSL Proxy CA and be followed by a GUID. 
The GUID should be the same as the registry value Options\HTTPS\HostIdSelfSigned on the 
WAAS Mobile Server. 

Leave all HTTPS settings at the default.  

No special configuration is required. Simply install the WAA

Checking that it works 

1. Start the WAAS Mobile client. On the first start, a popup dialog box will 
certificate is not accepted, the client will start, but SSL proxy capability
the certifica

2. Open a browser. 

3. Visit a se
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If this is not the case, see the section on troubleshooting below. 

Starting WAAS Mobile Server as Subordinate CA  

uthority.  The 
 CA. 

This assumes all settings are left at the default except UseSelfSignedCaCert. This should be set to 
commended for deployment to production.  

e Server Installation 

bile server is 

A you will use to create the 
ertificate snap-in 

se CA. Export the certificate chain as a p7b file. (See the Troubleshooting 

S Mobile 

 trusted machine store if it is not already 
there.  

CA certificate is trusted on the WAAS Mobile server. If it is not, 
r more of the certificates in the certificate chain are not up to date. 

Ser

ile server. Check the log file after the start. There will be a message 

y CA certificate 
omplete. The result of the attempt is: The certificate request was 

hority. See the 
ration Guide for details. (Filename=C:\Program Files\Cisco\WAASMobile\WAAS 

icates where to find the certificate request file.  

y (Enterprise 

4. Import the certificate into the personal machine store on the WAAS Mobile server 
machine.  

5. Restart the WAAS Mobile server. Check the log file. You should see a message like this 
near the end: 

HttpsOptions::InitializeServer: the attempt to initialize the server proxy CA certificate 
succeeded. The result of the attempt is: success 

In this configuration, the WAAS Mobile server acts as a subordinate certification a
WAAS Mobile server will produce a certificate request to submit to your Enterprise

0. This configuration is re

Befor

The procedure in this section is only required once, not for each time WAAS Mo
installed. 

1. Export the complete certificate chain for the Enterprise C
WAAS Mobile server CA certificate. You can do this using the MMC c
on Enterpri
section below for a brief description of the MMC certificates snap-in). 

2. Import the chain of certificates into the machine personal store on the WAA
server machine.  

3. Move the root of the certificate chain into the

4. Check that the Enterprise 
it is likely that one o
Repeat the procedure to this point with up-to-date data. 

ver Installation and first start 

1. Install the server software. 

2. Start the WAAS Mob
that looks something like this: 

HttpsOptions::InitializeServer: the attempt to initialize the server prox
failed, or is not yet c
placed in a following file, which should be submitted to a certificate aut
Integ
MobileServer\AccelCA.req) 

This ind

3. Submit the file (e.g., AccelCA.req) to your Enterprise Certificate Authorit
CA) to get a certificate file.  



6. If you are using a WAAS Mobile server farm, repeat this procedure for each server in the 

alled. Only repeat 
ocedure if there is a note in the WAAS Mobile server log like the one displayed above. 

ust be trusted on your client machines. That means that the Root Authority 
chine. There are two 

rity such as 
n the trusted store as 

 case no special action is required. 
 is self-signed, an administrative action is required to install the certificate 
sted store for each WAAS Mobile user on each client machine. This is 

uters and user names are configured.  

ialog boxes). 

isplayed. (This is for Internet 
y padlocks but displaying the certificate may 

require a different action). 

at is displayed should end with a GUID. The GUID should be the same as the 
registry value Options\HTTPS\HostId on the WAAS Mobile server. 

ns the host you are 

Start the management console using the command "mmc". It should contain a blank window. If it 
doesn't, make one using the Console > New menu item from the main window. Then use the 
Console > Add-Remove Snapin menu item, click Add... on the dialog that comes up, select 
Certificates from the list, click Add, click the Computer Account radio button, click Next..., make 
sure Local Computer is selected, and click Finish. You might as well also add a view of 
certificates in the user store as well. Just click Certificates again, click Add, click My User 
Account, click Finish, click Close, and click OK. You will see a tree view of certificates. Use the 
context menus to view certificates, export them and import them. 

farm. 

There is no need to repeat this procedure if the WAAS Mobile server is reinst
the pr

Clients 

Your Enterprise CA m
for your Enterprise CA must be in each user’s trusted store on each client ma
ways this can be arranged: 

 If your Enterprise CA is ultimately certified by a well-known root autho
Verisign, the certificates for that root authority are already installed i
part of the operating system installation. In this

If your Enterprise CA
for your CA in the tru
usually done when the comp

Checking that it works 

1. Start WAAS Mobile client.  

2. Open a browser. 

3. Visit a secure site. It should open without any problems (i.e., no pop-up d

4. Double-click the padlock icon. A certificate will be d
Explorer 6. Other browsers also displa

The issuer name th

I tf his is not the case, see the section on troubleshooting. 

Troubleshooting 

1. Check that DoSslProxy is 1 on both client and server. 

2. If UseHttpsHostnameList is 1, check that HttpsHostnameList contai
trying to reach. 

MMC Certificates Snap-in 
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Root WAAS Mobile Server CA 

After the client has been run and the certificate popup accepted, check that the WAA
server CA certificate is in the user’s trusted c

S Mobile 
ertificate store. If not, send a System Report to the 

C) for analysis. 

rver log on startup. If the 
” or “success,” 

ter (TAC) for analysis. 

hine store on the 

obile server CA certificate is trusted on the WAAS Mobile server. If not, 
r CA certificate 

e imported 

 check that the 
he client machine 

S Mobile client has been run. If not, send a System Report to the Cisco Technical 
Assistance Center (TAC) for analysis. 

certificate in the user’s personal certificate store on the 
ssistance Center 

In rare cases it may be necessary to inspect the reissued web server certifi o do this, set 
cates to 1 on /or server in order to write the host certificates 

al store. Be careful if you choose to do this on a production server, as 
many certificates will be written to disk. 

Name Type Default Client/ 
Server 

Cisco Technical Assistance Center (TA

Subordinate WAAS Mobile Server CA 

Check the messages relating to the SSL Proxy in the WAAS Mobile se
message following, “The result of the attempt is” is not “certificate request created
send a System Report to the Cisco Technical Assistance Cen

Check that the WAAS Mobile server CA certificate is present in the personal mac
WAAS Mobile server machine. If not, it must be obtained and installed. 

Check that the WAAS M
the certificate chain for the Enterprise CA used to issue the WAAS Mobile serve
must be imported into the personal machine store, and the root of the chain must b
into the trusted machine store.  

Run the WAAS Mobile client on a client machine. After it connects successfully,
WAAS Mobile server CA certificate is in the user’s personal certificate store on t
after the WAA

Check that the WAAS Mobile server CA 
client machine is trusted. If not, send a System Report to the Cisco Technical A
(TAC) for analysis. 

Inspecting Reissued Host Certificates 

cates. T
PersistHostCertifi
processed into the person

 the client and

PersistHostCertificates DWORD 0 CS 
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Popup (or other alert) On Client 

On occasion you will visit a secure web site and the browser will present you with
dialog box. The dialog box presents information about the reissued web serve
been created by the WA

 a popup 
r certificate that has 

AS Mobile server from the original web server certificate. There are 

rusted on the 
e chain for the web 

 WAAS Mobile server machine.  Web 
e-installed on 

er strongly 

 situation is entirely different when the web server is inside your own enterprise. In that case 
t been imported 
most certainly be 

eb server certificate is self-signed. In this case, import the web server certificate 

igned. In this case, 
Mobile server 

machine. 
, in which the root 
into the trusted 

AS Mobile server machine. 
ort and view 

er issues an 
it is 

 the certificate. 

If the name in the certificate (more precisely, the Common Name part of the Subject Name of the 
certificate) does not match the name of the web server requested, you have to seriously question 

hether the certificate should be accepted.  On the other hand, you can make this happen by 
ing the IP address to contact the web server instead of using a domain name. Seeing as IP 

addresses are not usually included in web server certificates, this will generate a warning that the 
certificate name does not match.  

 

 

 

usually three things to look at: 

 Is the reissued certificate trusted? 
 Is the reissued certificate within its date range? 
 Is the name on the reissued certificate correct? 

If the reissued certificate is not trusted, it means the original certificate was not t
WAAS Mobile server.  The usual cause of this is that the root of the certificat
server certificate is not in the trusted machine store on the
server certificates are almost always issued by a globally recognized CA that is pr
all major operating systems. Lack of trust for a certificate from a public web serv
suggests that the original certificate should be viewed with suspicion. 

The
the likely cause for this error is that the root of the web server certificate has no

 the trusted machine store on the WAAS Mobile server machine. into This will al
the case in three common scenarios: 

 The w
itself into the trusted machine store on the WAAS Mobile server machine. 

 The web server certificate is signed by an enterprise CA that is self-s
import the CA certificate into the trusted machine store on the WAAS 

 The web server certificate is issued using a two-level enterprise CA
certificate is self-signed. In this case, import the root CA certificate 
machine store on the WA

On Windows operating systems, use the certificates MMC snap-in to import, exp
certificates. 

Another cause of lack of trust is date range problems. The WAAS Mobile serv
untrusted certificate in this case. If everything else is OK and the date range is wrong, 
common practice to accept

w
us
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